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Abstract

Oxide Dispersion Strengthened ferritic/martensitic steels are developed as future cladding materials for Generation IV Sodium-Cooled Fast Reactors. ODS alloys are elaborated by powder metallurgy, consolidated by hot extrusion and manufactured into tube cladding using cold rolling process.

ODS steels present low ductility and high hardness at room temperature which complicate their manufacturing. Cold working leads to the hardening of the tube which needs to be softened by heat treatment.

A new high temperature fabrication route performed on a Fe-9Cr-1W-Ti-Y\(_2\)O\(_3\)-ODS martensitic steel has been designed by following the hardness values, the morphological and crystallographic anisotropy and the nano-precipitation size evolution at each step of the fabrication route.

Observations show that phase transformation from ferrite (\(\alpha\)) to austenite (\(\gamma\)) is crucial to reduce the morphological and the crystallographic anisotropy induced by the manufacturing processes. The high temperature heat treatments permit to make the austenitic grain grow leading to an improvement of the cold workability.

Ultimate Tensile Strength values obtained in the hoop direction remain about 315MPa at 650°C which is slightly lower compared to other Fe-9Cr ODS tubes but the new microstructure could be more favorable for creep properties.
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1. Introduction

Ferritic/martensitic oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) alloys are candidates for cladding materials of Generation IV sodium nuclear reactors. These materials have to fulfill specific requirements such as limited deformations in service conditions. Ferritic/martensitic ODS materials present improved creep strength thanks to reinforcement by hard nano-sized particles (such as Y₂O₃ or Y₂Ti₂O₇) and a high resistance to radiation-induced swelling due to the ferritic/martensitic matrix. The intermediate heat treatments performed during the fabrication are strongly linked to the chemical composition and have a crucial influence on the microstructural and mechanical properties of the final tube. Many studies are devoted to the development of ODS materials for nuclear applications [1-6]. The thermo-mechanical treatments have to be adjusted to determine a reliable fabrication route which allows the manufacturing of ODS cladding tubes with limited crystallographic and morphological anisotropy [6-9].

ODS cladding tubes are manufactured by following three main steps: 1) the mechanical alloying of the powders, 2) the consolidation of the material usually by hot extrusion and 3) the manufacturing by means of cold rolling passes punctuated by intermediate softening heat treatments. The aim of this work is to assess a high temperature fabrication route conducted on ODS martensitic steel with a chromium content around 9 wt.% (nominal chemical composition Fe-9Cr-1W-0.1C-0.2Ti-0.3Y₂O₃).

Hardness values, crystallographic and morphological anisotropy, nano-precipitation evolution and mechanical properties are the main characteristics studied in order to understand the microstructure evolution as a function of different thermo-mechanical treatments.

Fe-9Cr ODS materials are usually manufactured by using heat softening treatments at temperatures around 1050°C-1100°C [6-9]. In this study, high temperature annealing up to 1250°C are performed to induce an austenitic grain growth and to assess the impact of these heat treatments on the cladding tube microstructure and mechanical properties. A large austenitic grain size leads usually to a higher creep resistance and an easier hardenability.
2. Materials and experimental facilities

2.1. Materials

A new grade of Fe-9Cr-1W ODS was developed at CEA. The alloy powders were obtained from Aubert & Duval. Mechanical alloying was performed under hydrogen by Plansee: yttrium oxide powder (content of 0.3 wt.%) was added by milling to the pre-alloyed matrix powders which contain Fe, Cr, C, W, Ti, etc.… (Table 1).

The mechanically alloyed powder was sealed in a soft steel can and hot extruded at a temperature of 1100°C. This hot extrusion was performed with a hollow billet on an extrusion mandrel which allows calibrating the inner diameter. The cross section of the mandrel corresponds to the final expected inner diameter of the mother tube. The diameters of extrusion die and mandrel were 23mm and 13.5mm, respectively. After chemical dissolution of the soft steel can, mother tubes with 19mm outer diameter and 2mm wall thickness are obtained.

Cladding tubes are manufactured by HPTR pilger type equipment at CEA/SRMA (Fig. 1). This forming process allows reducing simultaneously the thickness and the outer diameter of the tube. At room temperature the ODS materials are too hard to be manufactured by cold rolling without softening. This process induces a hardness increase leading to possible damage (cracks). Based on previous studies a hardness value below 400 H_{V1} is needed to avoid damage during manufacturing [8]. The rolling passes are punctuated by intermediate heat treatments allowing a reduction of the material hardness. Fabrication routes are determined to reach the final geometry of the cladding tubes: 10.73mm outer diameter and 500µm wall thickness.

Cold rolling parameters depend on the chemical composition of the ODS material. Preliminary studies are needed to get appropriate intermediate heat treatments and cross-section reduction ratio for each ODS grade manufactured.

2.2. Experimental facilities

Samples were taken at different steps of the fabrication route in order to observe the hardness change in the course of cladding tube manufacturing. Microscopic observations and Vickers hardness measurements using 1 kg loading were performed on longitudinal and transverse sections relative to the
rolling direction.

Phase transformation temperatures of ODS martensitic steel were investigated by using samples taken from a hot extruded bar with the same nominal chemical composition. Dilatometric measurements were performed on a connecting rod dilatometer DT1000.

The evolution of the grains morphology was investigated in both longitudinal and transverse directions by EBSD (Electron BackScatter Diffraction). The EBSD patterns were acquired with the Channel 5 EBSD software (HKL Technology) on a LEO1530 FEG-SEM (Field Emission Gun Scanning Electron Microscope). All samples were prepared for EBSD measurements by mechanical grinding followed by a soft vibratory polishing with non-crystalline colloidal silica on Vibromet 2 (Buehler).

The local EBSD texture is shown by drawing the experimental inverse pole figure in the extrusion or in the rolling direction and the corresponding multiples of uniform density (MUD) which represent the strength of the pole densities. The highest density MUD\text{max} around the main pole (here <110>) is a good semi-quantitative parameter of the texture intensity and can be used to compare the effect of the thermo-mechanical treatments on the <110> fiber texture. EBSD scans were drawn using disorientation criteria above 10° to determine the grain boundaries.

TEM observations were performed on ODS cladding tube and ODS hot extruded bar samples. Specimens were ground to a thickness of about 100μm. 3mm diameter TEM punched discs were electropolished at -10°C in a specific solution (10% perchloric acid and 90% ethanol). TEM observations were carried out on a 2010FEG JEOL at 200kV.

Small Angle Neutron Scattering measurements were performed on ODS cladding tube and ODS hot extruded bar samples in the PAXY instrument of the Laboratoire Léon Brillouin. Two different configurations of wavelength (λ) and sample-to-detector distance have been used (0.6nm/2m and 0.9nm/5m) covering a maximal scattering vector (q) range from 0.08 to 1.6nm\(^{-1}\) (q = 4π sinθ / λ where 2θ is the scattering angle). For ferromagnetic materials, the neutron scattering cross-section is composed of a nuclear contribution and a magnetic one. Measurements were made at room temperature under a saturate magnetic field of 1.7 Tesla perpendicular to the incident neutron beam direction [10-11].

The analysis method is reported in detail [11]. Briefly, the SANS data were fitted assuming one or two Gaussian size distributions of spherical particles. With the assumption that the objects are not ferromagnetic, the analysis of the magnetic scattered intensity allows to determine their volume fraction.
without chemical composition information. Indeed, the magnetic contrast depends only on the mean magnetic moment of the matrix atoms.

This method was used for the data obtained on hot extruded bars for which the magnetic contribution could be isolated. For the cladding tube, however, the scattered intensity shows a relatively large morphological anisotropy. Without magnetic field, the intensity is consistent with slightly elongated particles oriented parallel to the tube axis. In this case, it is impossible to separate the effects of shape anisotropy and of the magnetic scattering. Therefore, measurements were taken without magnetic field and the signal considered isotropic which induces an averaging effect on the size of objects. In order to determine the volume fraction, both the magnetic and nuclear contrasts have to be calculated. Some assumptions concerning the chemical composition of the oxides should be done.

Tensile tests in the transverse direction were carried out on the ODS-9Cr cladding tube by means of ring tensile specimens in order to evaluate the cladding resistance in the hoop direction which is the main load direction in service conditions. Ultimate Tensile Strength values were determined in the temperature range 20-700°C and compared to equivalent tensile tests conducted on ODS-9Cr cladding tube produced by JAEA [8], on ODS-9Cr cladding tube manufactured by a collaboration between JNC and CEA [12] and on conventional 9Cr steel (P92) [13].

3. Elaboration of the 9Cr-ODS martensitic cladding tube

3.1. Phase transformation

9Cr-ODS martensitic steels present a ferrite to austenite phase transformation during heating. Dilatometric measurements conducted on the 9Cr-ODS martensitic steel give the characteristic temperatures at starting and finishing phase transformation during heating. The temperatures obtained (around 850°C for starting point Ac₁ and 900°C for finishing point Ac₃) are similar to phase transformation temperatures of conventional martensitic steel and of other 9Cr-ODS materials [14-16].

A Continuous Cooling Transformation (CCT) diagram for 9Cr-ODS martensitic steels is drawn from the thermal expansion data (Fig. 2). According to the phase transformation temperatures previously determined, samples are normalized at 1050°C for 20 minutes and cooled to room temperature at varying cooling rates from 0.05°C/s to 100°C/s. Vickers hardness measurements and corresponding optical
observations are performed for each cooling rate. The critical cooling rate to obtain a fully martensitic structure is of around 1°C/s. This value implies that hardening by quenching and getting a fully martensitic structure is possible only for the thin products.

3.2. Fabrication route

According to the CCT diagram (Fig. 2), heat treatments can control the metallurgical state of the 9Cr-ODS martensitic tube. To avoid any damage during cold working the hardness of the mother tube has to be low enough: cold rolling is performed on the softened ferritic structure induced by slow cooling rate. After hot extrusion, the 9Cr-ODS mother tube is homogenized at 1250°C for 30min and cooled to room temperature with a slow cooling rate of 0.03°C/s. The hardness value of 250 Hυ1 indicates a ferritic structure which can easily be cold worked.

Fabrication route is a combination of rolling passes and intermediate heat treatments. Based on previous studies the cross-section reduction ratio for each pass is limited to approximately 20%-25% [12]. Hardness evolution allows adjusting the fabrication parameters in the course of cladding manufacturing process. The ferrite to austenite phase transformation allows releasing the internal stresses induced by cold working: intermediate heat treatments have to reach the austenite phase. As point out by Sandim et al., heat treatments below this phase transformation do not allow to recrystallize the material and to release the internal stresses [15]. After 3 passes the cold rolled tube is heat treated at 1200°C for 1h and slowly cooled in order to induce the softened ferritic structure. This intermediate annealing causes a significant hardness reduction of about 80 Hυ1 which proves its efficiency. Figure 3 shows the hardness evolution in the course of cladding manufacturing process.

After 9 rolling passes the final dimension of the cladding tube are 10.73mm outer diameter and 500µm wall thickness. A final tempering treatment is performed at 750°C for 1h followed by an air quench with a cooling rate of 1°C/s. Hardness measurement gives a value of 300 Hυ1 for this ferritic structure.
4. Microstructure

In order to investigate the impact of the heat treatments on the grain morphology, optical observations are performed on longitudinal and transverse cross-sections of samples taken from the 9Cr-ODS tube at different steps of the fabrication route. Samples are polished and chemically etched with Villela reagent but it is difficult to highlight the grain boundaries. These observations are not accurate enough to fully understand the microstructure evolution during the manufacturing. Different experimental techniques are then carried out on cladding tube samples.

4.1. EBSD characterization

In order to evaluate the effect of high temperature heat treatment on the austenite grain growth, EBSD scans obtained on a transversal section of the mother tube annealed at 1050°C and 1250°C respectively for 30 minutes are compared in figure 4. After heat treatment at 1050°C the mean grain size remains small (around 1µm as shown in Fig. 4.a.) with an isotropic microstructure. On the contrary when the mother tube is heated at higher temperature the mean grain size became much larger (around 5-10µm) which allows to quantify the efficiency of this annealing to make the austenitic grains grow. This highest annealing temperature is chosen to soften the mother tube after hot extrusion. Experimental inverse pole figures obtained in the extrusion direction are presented. In both cases, the texture intensity induced by the hot extrusion process is significantly reduced by the phase transformation, since the highest density MUD\textsubscript{max} around the main pole \langle 110 \rangle is equal to 2 for the mother tube annealed at 1050°C or 3 for the mother tube annealed at 1250°C (Fig. 4). On a fully ferritic material (Fe-14Cr ODS material) after hot extrusion, the MUD\textsubscript{max} around the main pole \langle 110 \rangle is close to 30.

After 3 rolling passes the hardness measurements give a value of 300H\textsubscript{V1}. An intermediate heat treatment at 1200°C for 1h is performed to soften the raw tube. The comparison of EBSD scans of figures 5 and 6 reveals the impact of this annealing on the grain morphology. Sample taken from the raw tube after 3 rolling passes presents slightly elongated grains on the longitudinal cross-section sample (around 3-5µm thick and 5-10µm long). The crystallographic texture remains light: the highest density MUD\textsubscript{max} around
the $<110>$ pole is equal to 2 (Fig. 5). After the intermediate heat treatment the elongated grain shape is changed into an equiaxial grain shape which proves the efficiency of the phase transformation to reduce the morphological anisotropy introduced by the rolling process (Fig. 6). The grain size remains about 7-15µm which indicates that the hardening introduced by cold working does not enhance the austenitic grain growth.

After 9 rolling passes with a reduction ratio of about 20% per pass, hardness measurements give a value around 300Hv1. The final geometry of the cladding tubes is reached. In order to have high mechanical properties it was chosen to keep the hardening introduced by the manufacturing process and to perform a tempering as the final heat treatment (750°C for 1h). EBSD scans of the figure 7 show fine and elongated grains in the longitudinal direction (0.1-1µm thick and 10-20µm long). The measurement of the texture intensity gives an increased MUD$_{\text{max}}$ value of 8 (Fig. 7), which is the highest texture detected all along the fabrication route.

4.2. TEM observations

Transmission electron microscopy was used to study the grain size and the nano-precipitation evolution during the fabrication route. TEM observations were not carried out on mother tube after hot extrusion but on a Fe-9Cr-1W ODS hot extruded bar manufactured with similar conditions. The TEM observations and SANS measurements (see next paragraph) permit calculating the mean size of nano-precipitate. The density of these strengthening nano-precipitates in 9Cr-ODS bar is calculated around $2\times10^{22}$ m$^{-3}$ with an average radius of 2nm.

TEM observations performed on longitudinal section of cladding tube samples reveal an elongated grain structure (less than 1µm thick and a few µm long). The mean radius of strengthening precipitates is measured about 4.5nm which is larger than observed on 9Cr-ODS extruded bars. The number density measured in 9Cr-ODS cladding tube is around $10^{22}$ m$^{-3}$ (Fig. 8).
4.3. SANS measurements

Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) measurements are performed on the 9Cr-ODS cladding tube, on a Fe-9Cr-1W ODS hot extruded bar and also on a Fe-14Cr-1W ODS hot extruded bar. The mechanical alloying and the hot extrusion are performed under the same conditions for all these materials. With the assumption that the microstructure of the 9Cr-ODS hot extruded bar is similar than the one of the 9Cr-ODS mother tube before annealing, we can follow the evolution of the particles size during the manufacturing. To complete this study, the microstructure evolution is compared with the one observed on ferritic hot extruded bars which do not present any phase transformation.

$S_D$ represents the size distribution weighted by the volume fraction $f_P$ (Fig. 9). Areas under the curves correspond to the total volume fraction of particles detected by SANS. For the cladding tube, SANS results are analyzed under the assumption that the nano-precipitates are YTiO clusters.

For the 14Cr-ODS hot extruded bar, a bimodal population of nano-precipitates is detected with a small mean radius $R_{m1}$ about 1.4nm and a larger mean radius $R_{m2}$ about 3.9nm. The volume fraction of each population is respectively 1.33% and 0.25% which means that most of the nano-precipitates have a size of about 1.4nm of radius.

For the 9Cr-ODS samples, in both cases SANS technique detects a bimodal population also characterized by a small mean radius $R_{m1}$ about 1.8nm for the hot extruded bar and about 1nm for the cladding tube and a larger mean radius $R_{m2}$ about 5nm for both samples. The main difference between the hot extruded bar and the cladding tube concerns the volume fractions for each population. In the hot extruded bar the volume fraction is 1.2% for the smallest precipitates and 0.5% for the coarse one. Most of the nano-particles detected in 9Cr-ODS hot extruded bar have a radius of about 2nm or less. On the contrary, in the cladding tube the volume fraction of the largest precipitates is much more important (1.53%) than the volume fraction of the smallest one (0.14%). Most of the nano-precipitates detected in cladding tube are characterized by a larger radius of about 5nm. These results indicate that the number of larger particles is much bigger in the cladding tube than in the hot extruded bar.

Figure 9
4.4. Mechanical properties

Ultimate Tensile Strength of three different 9Cr-ODS cladding tubes are compared to that of a conventional 9Cr steel, P92 (Fig. 10). UTS values decrease with increasing temperature for all tested grades. All 9Cr-ODS cladding tubes exhibit higher strength in the transverse direction than the conventional 9Cr steel. The Fe-9Cr-2W-0.35Y₂O₃-ODS cladding tube manufactured at JAEA shows the highest UTS values at all tested temperatures with a strength value around 500MPa at 650°C. The Fe-9Cr-2W-0.25Y₂O₃-ODS JNC/CEA cladding tube and the Fe-9Cr-1W-0.3Y₂O₃-ODS cladding tube elaborated in this study present strength values of about 400MPa and 315MPa respectively at 650°C.

5. Discussion

The aim of this study is to assess a new fabrication route characterized by high temperature heat treatments and increased grain sizes compared to conventional fabrication route of ODS cladding tubes. This new fabrication route has permitted to improve the cold workability.

5.1. Microstructure evolution

It has to be noticed that high temperature austenitizing is efficient to break down the elongated grain structure induced by rolling passes and to change the cladding structure into an equiaxial grain structure (Fig. 5 and 6). The morphological texture introduced by the manufacturing processes is significantly reduced due to the austenite to ferrite phase transformation. The austenitic grain growth remains moderate with a size around 10µm even after a heat treatment at 1250°C for 30 minutes. On conventional martensitic steels a much bigger grain size about few hundreds µm would be expected.

Concerning the nano-precipitation, Small Angle Neutron Scattering results show that the main difference between ferritic and martensitic ODS materials is that most of the particles detected in ferritic hot extruded bar present a mean radius around 1nm, whereas most of the particles detected in martensitic
hot extruded bar have a size twice bigger (radius around 2nm). These results could be due to a difference of the coherency between the nano-phases and the matrix. In the 14Cr-ODS bar, nano-phases are coherent with the matrix [17] but in the 9Cr-ODS material, because of the ($\alpha$) to ($\gamma$) phase transformation, this coherency is probably lost as mentioned by Yamamoto [18] and the coarsening resistance is deteriorated [17-19]. No coherency of the nano-particles with the matrix was observed. The mean radius of the nano-phases is close to 5nm after different heat treatments up to 1250°C. On the contrary, the mean size of the nano-precipitates detected in the 14Cr-ODS bar are close to 2.5nm of radius, even after a heat treatment at 1400°C for 1h. Since this annealing does not induce a recrystallization or a phase transformation, the nano-phases remain coherent with the matrix and keep a good coarsening resistance [20].

SANS measurements also permit to study the nano-precipitation size evolution during the fabrication route since the hot extruded bar is comparable to the mother tube before annealing. A bimodal population is detected in both samples, but the volumic fraction of nano-precipitates with a small radius (around 1nm) is much more important in the extruded bar sample than in the cladding tube. The high temperature heat treatment leads to an increase of the particles mean size. Most of the nano-precipitates detected in the cladding tube present a mean radius around 5nm. The impact on the creep resistance of the nano-precipitates growth from 2nm to 5nm of radius during manufacturing has to be studied.

5.2. Thermo-mechanical optimizations

First mechanical characterizations are obtained. The results already indicate rather good mechanical properties. If needed, the following optimizations are realizable to improve the mechanical properties.

In this study, the cladding tube presents a work hardened tempered ferritic structure. The critical cooling rate allowing the formation of a fully martensitic structure is impacted by the grain growth [21]. Having a martensitic structure will be easier on the high temperature annealed tube. An additional improvement could easily be performed by carrying out an austenitizing following by a quenching and a tempering as final heat treatment in order to obtain a tempered martensitic structure. A work hardened
martensitic structure can also be envisaged as alternative solution to increase the mechanical strength of the cladding tube.

Another way to optimize the fabrication route is to induce the grain growth without performing annealing at high temperature. In some cases, several thermal cycles performed between austenitic and ferritic domains can lead to an increase of the grain size [22]. A slow cooling rate permits to increase the grain size within the ferritic phase. The annealing temperature remains below 1000°C which limits the coalescence of the nano-precipitates. Such specific heat treatments have been performed with success on 9Cr-ODS plates [22] and could be tested on 9Cr-ODS tubes.

The mechanically pertinence of all these possibilities, including the cladding tube obtained through the fabrication route described in this study, have to be assessed with creep tests to see if the expected benefits are confirmed.

6. Conclusion

The high temperature fabrication route proposed is efficient to ensure a safe manufacturing of 9Cr-ODS cladding tube. From the beginning of the fabrication route to the final tube the hardness values remains far below the critical value of 400 HV1. The role of the α/γ phase transformation is crucial to reduce the morphological and the crystallographic anisotropy induced by the manufacturing processes. TEM observations and SANS measurements indicate that most of the nano-precipitates detected in the cladding tube have a mean radius of about 5nm. The number density calculated is around $10^{22}$ m$^{-3}$. Ultimate Tensile Strength values obtained in the hoop direction are higher than on conventional martensitic steel (315MPa at 650°C). The creep resistance, which is impacted by both the austenitic grain growth and the precipitates size increase, has to be determined and if necessary further optimizations are possible in order to improve the mechanical properties.
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Table 1

Chemical composition of martensitic mother tube (mass%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% massic</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>Ti</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Martensitic grade bal.</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure captions

Figure 1: HPTR pilger type equipment

Figure 2: Continuous Cooling Transformation diagram and corresponding optical micrographs (longitudinal cross-section) of 9Cr-ODS martensitic steel

Figure 3: Hardness evolution in the course of cladding manufacturing process

Figure 4: EBSD scans and related experimental inverse pole figure obtained on the transverse cross-section of mother tube after hot extrusion and annealing at a) 1050°C for 30min and b) 1250°C for 30min

Figure 5: EBSD scans and related experimental inverse pole figure obtained on the a) transverse and b) longitudinal cross-sections of raw tube after 3 rolling passes

Figure 6: EBSD scans and related experimental inverse pole figure obtained on the a) transverse and b) longitudinal cross-sections of raw tube after 3 rolling passes and intermediate heat treatment at 1200°C for 1h

Figure 7: EBSD scans and related experimental inverse pole figure obtained on the a) transverse and b) longitudinal cross-sections of cladding tube after final heat treatment

Figure 8: Transmission electron micrographs of 9Cr-ODS martensitic cladding tube after final heat treatment

Figure 9: SANS measurements on Fe-14Cr-1W extruded bar (dotted line) Fe-9Cr-1W extruded bar (dashed line) and cladding tube after final heat treatment (continuous line)

Figure 10: Comparison of ultimate tensile strength between a conventional 9Cr steel P92 (dashed line) and three different grades of 9Cr-ODS martensitic steels: 9Cr-2W ODS cladding tube manufactured at JAEA (filled circles), 9Cr-2W ODS cladding tube elaborated through a JNC/CEA collaboration (empty circles) and 9Cr-1W cladding tube manufactured by a high temperature fabrication route at CEA (filled squares).
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